99 geo metro

In the US, the Metro carried a Geo nameplate from through , and a Chevrolet nameplate from to
It evolved with the Cultus and its siblings over 13 years, three generations and four body styles:
three-door hatchback , four-door sedan , five-door hatchback and two-door convertible â€”and
was ultimately replaced in the General Motors lineup by a family of vehicles based on the
Daewoo Kalos. Production of the first Geo Metro models, equivalent to the second generation
Suzuki Cultus, began at Suzuki's plant in Hamamatsu , Japan, in late In , it debuted and replaced
the Chevrolet Sprint in the United States. Canadian models continued with the Chevrolet Sprint
and Pontiac Firefly nameplates, while the second generation Suzuki Swift replaced the Forsa
nameplate. This generation was also marketed by Suzuki as the "Swift" in the United States. The
first generation Metro was replaced by a rebodied model unique to the North American market.
Also designed at GM's Design Center, it carried styling cues similar from the bigger Chevrolet
Cavalier [4] and was built on the Suzuki developed M platform with Suzuki drivetrains. Thus this
version was never sold as a Cultus, which was replaced by the Cultus Crescent in Japan.
Production ended after model year The Chevrolet Metro was used in the 17th Biennale of
Sydney exhibition in an experiment made by Cai Guo-Qiang , a Chinese artist from Fujian,
where nine Chevrolet Metros were suspended in the air through animation. The second
generation Metro featured two engine options. The three-cylinder, 1. The 1. This generation also
offered a revised 1. LSi models produced after featured the four-cylinder engine with a
sixteen-valve head instead of the eight valves of the earlier design, yet was still a SOHC design.
Contemporary Suzuki Swifts were available with only the four-cylinder, and only as a hatchback.
The hatchback body configuration featured a three-inch lower liftover height compared to the
previous generation model. A new, one-piece instrument panel was mounted to one of the five
crossmembers with a new, full seal filling the gap between the instrument panel and the dash.
This generation featured a coefficient of drag of 0. Its twins, Pontiac Firefly and Suzuki Swift
featured the same redesign. At the introduction of this generation, GM arranged for a car carrier
with Metros to drive to college campuses across the country. Local writers took a half-day
seminar at "Metro University" with the head product planner and senior members of the
engineering, assembly, and marketing teams. ACEEE assigns a Green Score to each vehicle
make and model sold in the US, based on the vehicles' exhaust emissions, fuel economy and
other specifications. Solectria , a Massachusetts company, converted examples of the first and
second generation Geo Metro to electric operation. Approximately examples of and models
were converted to electric operationâ€”the bare vehicles were provided by GM without engines.
US News , [11]. In North America, the Metro received increased interest as a used car in , by
virtue of its fuel mileage and rising fuel costs. Partially because of the renewed interest in the
Metro, the July issue of Car and Driver included a base model Chevrolet Metro 3-door hatchback
among vehicles tested for fuel efficiency alongside two hybrid models: the redesigned Honda
Insight and Toyota Prius models. Car and Driver yet jokingly ridiculed the Metro's age and
equipment, docking seven points from its overall score for its lack of amenities and mentioning
that it was originally sold brand-new without hubcaps. The vehicle finished third overall behind
the Insight and Prius. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Further
information: Suzuki Cultus. Archived from the original on March 4, Retrieved June 28, June 5,
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Metro Forum. Share Share with:. Link: Copy link. Hi everyone, just picked up a Geo Metro
tonight about an hour ago It's a red 3-door hatch with the 1. First things to do on my list are

changing all the fluids oil, brake, tranny, coolant as well as doing a brake job on the fronts since
the left front is absolutely gone. After that, going to be opening up the transmission to replace
the synchros hopefully this isn't too hard. I figure for fluids anything 5w on sale at Walmart is
good, and Synchromesh for the tranny is what I've been reading on here. Looking forward to
posting more lurking around here. Edit: I think it's technically a Chevrolet Metro? Either way.
Welcome, I'm rebuilding calipers right this very minute. Everything fits fine, and I had to replace
ALL the attaching parts due to rust, BUT I think next time it would be just as cheap to buy some
rebuilt calipers if you can find a deal. How about some pictures, we like lots of pictures here
Unfortunately it was dark by the time I pulled it into the garage, but I'll definitely throw some up
soon. I think the caliper is fine, but the pads are completely toast and I'm guessing the rotor is
too. I'll know more when I actually get it up on stands and take the wheel off. Murf Welcome to
the forum. Pics as promised:. Remove the transmission and head over to your local tranny shop
with your std rebuild kit. Welcome home! Welcome, and congrats. If it's drivable, you may want
to consider holding off on the transmission plans until after you service the system with
Synchromesh and see how it works for you. It may make a huge difference in how the
transmission shifts as it has for many others. Certainly nothing to lose since you're doing the
Syncromesh thing first anyway. BTW Post some engine pics and start a project thread! Read
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Chevrolet Aveo forum - AveoForum. At the start of this month, alt-fuel and efficiency
enthusiasts gathered in Watkins Glen, New York for the 5th annual Green Grand Prix expo and
fuel economy rally. I entered my modified Pontiac Firefly Geo Metro in the rally, and managed to
score the top result of How does one squeeze 99 mpg from an old Metro? The route So variable
that I actually noticed tail winds in both directions! The mods in no particular order NOT an aero
benefit! The driving techniques The dispute There was some discussion about the accuracy of
the refuelling method. There was some debate after the event about the accuracy of the fueling
method - and therefore the accuracy of the fuel consumption figures. Prior to the start, drivers
topped up their tanks at a gas station in Watkins Glen under the watchful eyes of rally

scrutineers, who sealed all fuel caps with tape and a dab of silicone. Competitors were
instructed to stop filling at the first "click" off of the fuel pump. When the rally finished at the
same gas station, under the same scrutineers' watchful eyes , competitors again used the "first
click" method to re-fill their tanks and thus measure fuel consumed. Ideally, a driver would want
to actually see the fuel level in the filler neck to ensure accuracy particularly with such small
fills. But filling to the brim can be a potential problem for vehicles with evaporative emissions
systems, which draw vapour from the top of the filler neck. Filling to the top of the neck could
cause liquid fuel to enter the evaporative system, potentially causing malfunction or even
damage. Thus the decision by organizers to use the "first click" method. Ironically, the more
efficient the vehicle - the smaller the amount of fuel used - the larger the potential margin of
error in the the "first click" method. So, the important question: was the Short answer: because
of the filling technique, it's impossible to say for sure. But it's definitely not outside the realm of
possibility. I've regularly exceeded mpg US for round trips under ideal conditions. And last
summer I drove for a tank achieving mpg US. Considering all the stops were pulled out at the
Green Grand Prix, Other class-leading competitors Several other EcoModder members also
competed in the Green Grand Prix, turning in some impressive numbers:. Ben Jones SVOboy
returned Wil
dual amp wiring diagram
suzuki ozark wiring diagram
1996 ford mustang gt intake manifold
l Meredith Wonderboy squeezed Congrats, guys! Green Grand Prix - greengrandprix.
Hypermiler Gets Latest fuel economy stats for my '98 Firefly 1. Recipe for getting The company
says 44 mpg US highway, 37 city. Some drivers are already beating that in various economy
driving contests. An efficient engine, very light weight and aerodynamic design. Cheapest to
own? That makes it one of the cheapest cars to own. And its hp, 1. Latest 10 posts: 1. Snapshot:
effect of tire pressure on rolling resistance 4. Metro mania: forget stocks, put your money in old
Geos! Experiment: how long should a block heater be plugged in? Project Convertible XFi:
alfresco efficiency The floor is yours: MetroMPG opens a fuel efficiency forum Show all posts.
Save fuel with a ScanGauge II fuel economy computer. I personally recommend this tool. I've
owned both versions I and II and can't say enough good things about it. If you're serious about
saving fuel, get one. For more information and to order, visit EcoModder.

